
 
 
Dear Families,     January 23 - 26, 2017 

  
This week we’ll be reading for information and learning more 
about cultural traditions from around the world, and making 
connections with our own traditions, celebrations and lives. We 
learned some traditions to do as the New Year started and will 

connect it to the Chinese New Year also known as the “Spring Festival”. 
Maybe you would like to implement a couple this week: cleaning the 
house symbolizes sweeping out the old and bringing in the new; eating 
special foods, like pork, duck or oranges may bring good luck; visiting 
friends and family while bringing a gift can lead to prosperity; setting 
off fireworks frightens away bad spirits; having a blooming flower in the 
house is good luck; and, of course, giving leisee in a red 

envelope to children is considered Lucky Money. Our shared reading will 
be Ruby’s Wish, in which Ruby receives something more special than 
money in her red envelope and Sam and the Lucky Money, in which Sam 
discovers that sometimes the best gifts come from the heart.  
 Our small moment stories are coming along nicely. We will be 
adding details, use different types of sentences, check on the sequence 
of our stories, and then we are ready to edit and revise for our final 
copy. 

In math, we’re feeling confident with carrying (renaming) and 
borrowing (regrouping), when we add and subtract, so we’re ready to move on to 
learning about multiplication!  Multiplication is really just repeated addition, and can 
be graphically illustrated using arrays.  We’ll be spending time on understanding the 
“whys” of multiplication before we get to using tools like the times tables.  
Remember, if a child can skip count – they can comprehend multiplying. 
 
Spelling: boy, point, joy, toy, joint, enjoy, coin, join, boil, soil, I’m, we’re 
Vocabulary: lunar, dragon, puppet, parade, tradition 

 
General Information: 
• Specialists:  S, M, PE, S 
• Thursday School Library 
• 1/26 Jump Rope For Heart $ due 
• 1/27 No School Professional Development 
• 1/30 Dragon Parade 10:00  wear red, orange, yellow 
• 1/31 Pacer’s Count Me In Puppet Program 
• 2/10 Reading Celebration 2:00 Multi 

 
 

Best, Ms. Lee    mao.lee@spps.org 


